
PROLOGUE TO AN UNEXPECTED TURN OF EVENTS 

 

Do you see it? It’s there. Right there in front of your eyes. Can you see the sun? It’s not 

hard. Try. You just sit there. Doing nothing. So you think you can float. You think you can 

breathe. You think you are so visible. No. Don’t be mistaken. There is nothing special, 

nothing strange, nothing wonderful in this. Nothing in you. In this unproductive, rude 

unkind stillness nothing. You babble on and on about the new, the life and arrow, the 

profound. How appropriate. I cannot hear you. Your voice can’t reach me here. It will never 

reach me here. Nothing like that in this eternal plane. Nothing appropriate of yours will 

ever reign here. Silence. Can you hear it? How magical enchanting and profound. Nothing. 

How could you ever see? How can you think you hear, listen breathe and smell? You think 

you live. You ignore all. Stay there then and let me sacrifice the masses. Let me dive in 

darkest waters and bleed my ears. Let me struggle for my breath. I have earned it. Let me 

emerge from abyssal depths spitting all knowledge and all faith of generations long lost in 

time on you. You ignorant pathetic undeserving flaws. Stay there. Do not even dare to 

move. Let me wield tremendous swords installing ancient pains in the dysfunctional pile 

of meat you call your body. Stay there. And be amazed. Let me introduce you to blinding 

truth and human voice. Have you ever felt more solid, thick, raping violence than this? 

Stay there, you haven’t. Can you hear the screams now? Can you see the blood? Can you 

smell the decomposing corpses in the air? Has your brain been twisted yet? Has it been 

turned? Stay there, it hasn’t. I know it. It can’t and it never will. No you are not pointing at 

the sun. How could you? How could this life full of roaches and raw shit offer you anything 

like that? Stay there, keep talking. Share it with utter strangers on the streets, share it with 

parents and with friends. Your dearly beloved. Share your intelligently brilliant 

proclamation of your time that alters every life around it. Share it with everyone and all. 

How appropriate. Bask in their applause. No you are not pointing at the sun. This is the 

neon light bulb of your room that only spiders now inhabit. The sole reason you keep 

ignoring the stacked up naked bodies lying next to you. Nothing to light this unholy orgy 

you are in. Keep rolling in your urine and your sweat. Your excrements now define you. 

Your ignorance forevermore. Simply dim. 


